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There is no age threshold 
between young and old

Seniors are 
annoyed and innovative 

Most industries miss 
the opportunities
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The big 5-Oh

60 the new 40?60 the new 60!
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There is no age threshold between young and old
Baby Boomer/Senior – Life Stage Events not age!

30 906040 50 70 80

Divorce

Marriage          

Remarriage/Second Families

Empty Nesting

Grandparenting

Parenting Teenagers

Retraining/Going Back to School

Second Careers/ Senior entrepreneurship

Volunteerism/Going Back to Work

Retirement

Illness and Recovery

Widowhood

Caregiving

Parenting Young Kids 

US_BOOMERS (1946-64)*

Age
79.6 million U.S. residents

Senior entrepreneurshipSecond Careers/ Senior entrepreneurship
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Seniors are annoyed and innovative

„People who are annoyed very often contribute 
significantly to innovations.“*

6.2% of UK consumers (2.9 million individuals) have 
engaged in consumer product innovation during the 
prior 3 years. 

In aggregate, consumers’ annual product development 
expenditures are 2.3 times larger than the annual consumer 
product R&D expenditures of all firms in the UK combined.**

*Dr. Piper, Symrise
** Comparing Business and Household Sector Innovation in Consumer Products: Findings from a Representative Study in the UK
Eric A. Von Hippeö Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) - Sloan School of Management
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Seniors are annoyed and innovative

In 2010 40% of the 65plus population in
Germany have no mobile phone, they  don't 
feel comfortable with mobile phones….

10-2010 BITKOM Fed.  Association for Information Technology, Telecommunications & New Media

„Don’t to try to understand what older 
consumers may think and want, 
enable them to co-design exactly what they 
want/need.“*

*Prof. Frank Piller, RWTH Aaachen
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After being told he is too short for a carnival ride 
while attempting to impress an older girl,
13-year-old Josh Baskin goes to a fortune-telling 
machine and wishes that he was "big„…

By the next morning, he is shocked to discover that he 
has been transformed into a 30-year-old man‘s body

By chance, Josh meets toy company's 
owner, Mr. MacMillan, checking out his 
products at FAO Schwarz 
and impresses him with his childlike 
enthusiasm. As results be comes the 
toy-tester of the company and is asked
to come with a new line of toy…. 
successfully

user = creator

Seniors are annoyed and innovative
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Most industries miss the opportunities
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Public university

workshops

Pick the user up

User experience

with senior
organizations

Most industries miss the opportunities
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Most industries miss the opportunities
Website

message board

idea discription
and

highlights

rating

comments

user

 over 250 ideas  

 31.709 words where used to
explain an idea (Ø119 per idea)

 946 hrs where spent on site
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„If you take all the 
experience and judgment 
of men over fifty out of the 
world, there wouldn't be 
enough left tos run it.“

Henry Ford


